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Abstract
Innitesimal quantiers are of the form (9X  0)A, meaning (8> 0)(9X )(jX j<^A); and
(8X  0)A, meaning (9> 0)(8X )(jX j< ! A). In the case of an extension of the ordered
eld of the reals obtained by adding totally dened analytic functions which are both locally
Pfaan and globally Noetherian (such as sine; cosine; exp), these quantiers can be eliminated,
as a consequence of work of A. Gabrielov on the closure of semi-Pfaan sets. It is shown that
Whitney regularity can be expressed using innitesimal quantiers. This can be used to obtain
Whitney stratications for semi-Pfaan and sub-Pfaan sets in this case. c© 1999 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 14P15; 14P25; 03H05; 03C80
1. Introduction
This paper discusses application of an elimination of quantiers result which is a
consequence of the work of A. Gabrielov on the closure of semi-Pfaan sets.
Notation: In all the following, we will use variables starting with upper case letters
for vectors.
Let K be a computable ordered subeld of the real numbers R. Fix some natural
number n, and some coordinate variables Xn = (x1; : : : ; xn) for Rn. Let F = (f1; : : : ; fs)
be a list of functions, so that, for each i, fi : Rn ! R, fi(0) 2 K , and so that for each
point X0 2 Rn, fi is represented by an absolutely convergent power series in (Xn−X0)
in some neighbourhood of X0.
For reasons to be explained later, we will also assume about F that if f is any
function in F , and if 0 is substituted for any variable in f, the resulting function is
either in F , or is a constant in K .
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Dene an F polynomial, with respect to K, over Rn to be a polynomial in K[x1; : : : ; xn;
f1; : : : ; fs].
Note that f1; : : : ; fs only depend on x1; : : : ; xn.
We will say that F is Noetherian with respect to K if for each f in F and for each
coordinate variable xi, we can eectively obtain @f=@xi as an F polynomial.
An example of a Noetherian list is F = (sin(x); cos(x); e x; sin(y); cos(y); ey), with
respect to any computable ordered subeld of R.
There can be constant functions in a Noetherian list with respect to K , but if so the
constants are in K .
Let D be an open set in Rn. Let G=(g1; : : : ; gr) be a list of analytic functions from
D to R. We will say that G is a Pfaan chain over D if for each gi and xj, there is
a polynomial pij(x1; : : : ; xn; g1; : : : ; gi) in R[x1; : : : ; xn; g1; : : : ; gi] so that
@gi=@xj = pij(x1; : : : ; xn; g1; : : : ; gi)
We will say that the length of such a Pfaan chain G is r, the number of functions
in the list; and the degree of such a chain is , the maximum of the total degrees of
the polynomials pij; 1  i  r; 1  j  n.
Let F be a Noetherian list of functions, dened in Rn. We will say that F is locally
Pfaan of order r and degree  if for any X in Rn there exists an open set D containing
X and a Pfaan chain G, of order  r and degree   so that all the functions in F
restricted to D are contained in G.
In all the following, we will assume that F is Noetherian and locally Pfaan, with
order r and degree . Although we assume that F is locally Pfaan, we consider the
functions in F as totally dened functions from Rn to R. We do not need to know
what the local Pfaan chains are, but we do need to know that these chains exist,
and we need the numbers r and . The assumption that F is Noetherian gives us an
eective way to nd partial derivatives of functions in F .
Example 1. Take F to be, as above, (sin(x); cos(x); e x; sin(y); cos(y); ey). This list is
both Noetherian and locally Pfaan. If x is not an odd multiple of , sin(x) can be
expressed in terms of tan(x=2), and the derivative of tan(x=2) is polynomial in tan(x=2).
On the other hand, if x is not an even multiple of , sin(x) can be expressed in terms
of cot(x=2). So for sin(x) and cos(x), we get two dierent local chains. One of them
is:
1. g1 = tan(x=2), g01 = (1=2)(1 + g
2
1), degree =2,
2. g2 = cos(x=2)2, g02 =−g1g2, degree =2,
3. g3 = cos(x) = 2g2 − 1, g03 = 2g02, degree =2,
4. g4 = sin(x), g04 = g3, degree =1
and the other chain, starting with cot(x=2), also has order 4 and degree 2. Since there
are two variables, there will be four distinct chains, all with order 10 and degree 2.
Our assumptions imply that if p(X ) is an F polynomial over Rn, the power series
for p(X ) around zero is in K[[X ]].
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Suppose now that we extend the ordered eld of the reals by adding the functions
F , and distinguishing the elements of K . Call this structure (R; F; K).
We would like to be able to compute in (R; F; K).
In the following, a quantier free formula with respect to F means a formula which
is a Boolean combination of equalities and inequalities among F polynomials.
Denition 1. We will say that a set dened by a quantier free formula with respect
to F is F semi-Pfaan, or semi-Pfaan with respect to F .
For example, fx 2 R: sin(x)< 0g is semi Pfaan with respect to F=(sin(x); cos(x)).
The F polynomials have not been dened to be closed under composition. That is,
we do not have nested terms at this point. If we wish to deal with a nested term, such
as sin(sin(x)), we have to do this by extending the Noetherian list, (and possibly also
extending K), and also extending all the Pfaan chains, including this term explicitly,
and thus increasing r, and possibly increasing . Any nite set of nested terms can, in
principle, be dealt with in this way since, in principle, a nite extension of a computable
eld is computable. In practice, however, we may not know how to compute in the
extension elds. See [5].
Denition 2. We will say that a set is sub-Pfaan (with respect to F over computable
eld K) if it has a dening predicate of the form
(9Y 2 B)A(X; Y )
where A(X; Y ) is a quantier free formula with respect to F and B is a Cartesian
product of k closed bounded intervals with endpoints in K .
After the work of Van Den Dries, Wilkie, Gabrielov, and others, we know that
the sub-Pfaan sets are closed under complement, as well as union and intersection.
This implies that all sets dened in a rst order way in this setting with bounded
quantiers can be represented by existential formulae with bounded quantiers.
The process of transforming a formula with bounded quantiers into one in
prenex normal form with bounded existential quantiers only is called quantier
simplication.
Quantier elimination is not generally possible in this setting. However, a certain
form of quantication, dened below, can be eliminated.
Denition 3. 1. (8Y  0)A will mean
(9> 0)(8Y )(jY j< ! A)
2. (9Y  0)A will mean
(8> 0)(9Y )(jY j< ^ A):
These operators will be called innitesimal quantiers.
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(8Y  0)A may be read \for all suciently small Y , A is true".
(9Y  0)A may be read \there exists arbitrarily small Y so that A is true".
To give an example: Y is a local maximum point of a real valued function f(X ) if
and only if (8DX  0)(DX 6= 0! f(Y + DX )<f(Y ).
In the section immediately below, the semantics of these quantiers is discussed.
In the next section, some work of A. Gabrielov, which implies the possibility of
eective elimination of innitesimal quantiers, is briey reviewed.
The nal section is devoted to showing that some interesting and important proper-
ties, including the Whitney conditions, can be expressed using innitesimal quantiers.
A consequence of this is that given an F semi-Pfaan subset of Rn, we can nd a
Whitney stratication in which all the manifolds are F semi-Pfaan.
2. Semantics of innitesimal quantiers
The innitesimal quantiers behave like ordinary quantiers with respect to negation,
disjunction and conjunction. However sequences of existential innitesimal quantiers
and sequences of universal innitesimal quantiers interact in ways which do not occur
with ordinary quantiers.
We will write (9Y1; Y2  0)M (X; Y1; Y2) to mean
(8> 0)(9Y1; Y2)(j(Y1; Y2)j< ^M (X; Y1; Y2)),
where j(Y1; Y2)j is the Euclidean metric on the vector (Y1; Y2).
Lemma 1. 1. @(9Y  0)M (X; Y )  (8Y  0)@M (X; Y )
2. @(8Y  0)M (X; Y )  (9Y  0)@M (X; Y )
3. (9Y  0)(A _ B)  ((9Y  0)A _ (9Y  0)B)
4. (8Y  0)(A ^ B)  ((8Y  0)A ^ (8Y  0)B)
5. (9Y1  0)(9Y2  0)A! (9Y1; Y2  0)A
6. (8Y1; Y2  0)A! (8Y1  0)(8Y2  0)A
Proofs and remarks. The proofs are all straightforward. For example,
@(9Y  0)M (X; Y ) is
@(8> 0)(9Y )(jY j< ^M (X; Y )
and this is the same as
(9> 0)(8Y )(jY j<!@M (X; Y )),
and this is the same as
(8Y  0)@M (X; Y )
Note that the last two parts of the lemma are implications, not equivalences.
An existential innitesimal vector quantier is not the same as the iterated innites-
imal quantier over single values. In general if Y is (Y1; Y2), (9Y  0)M (Y ) is not
the same as (9Y1  0)(9Y2  0)M (Y1; Y2). Also (9Y1  0)(9Y2  0)M (Y1; Y2) is not
the same as (9Y2  0)(9Y1  0)M (Y1; Y2).
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In general, (9Y1  0)(9Y2  0)A is much stronger than (9Y1; Y2  0)A. The second
statement only says that there exists arbitrarily small Y1; Y2 which make A true. On the
other hand, the rst statement says that for arbitrarily small Y1 there exist arbitrarily
small Y2 so that A is true. So, for example,
(9Y1; Y2  0)(@Y1 = 0 ^ Y1 = Y2)
is true, but the corresponding statement with two innitesimal existential quantiers is
false.
Lemma 2. 1. LimX!X0 f(X ) = Y  (8)(> 0! (8DX  0)jf(X0 +DX )− Y j<).
2. LimX!X0 f(X ) = Y  (8  0)(> 0! (8DX  0)jf(X0 + DX )− Y j<).
3. Y is a limit point of some sequence f(Xi)i=1;2;::: where (Xi)i=1;2;::: ! X0 if and
only if (9; DX  0)jf(X0 + DX )− Y j<.
4. if A() is a predicate so that 0<x<y ! (A(x)! A(y)); then
4.1 (8x> 0)A(x);
4.2 (9x  0)(x> 0 ^ A(x));
4.3 (8x  0)(x> 0! A(x))
are all equivalent in meaning.
Remarks. The lemma implies that we can nd implicit description of limits by elimi-
nation of quantiers.
Lemma 3. If S is a set dened by predicate A(X ); then the closure of S is dened
by (9Y  0)A(X + Y ).
Up to this point, none of the local Pfaan or Noetherian assumptions about F have
been used.
Notation. If H is a non-zero vector in Rn, let u(H) = H=jH j, the unit vector in
direction H .
If V = (V1; : : : ; Vj) is a list of j non-zero mutually orthogonal vectors in Rd, and X
is in Rd, let P(V; X ) be the d − j dimensional plane which passes through X and is
orthogonal to V .
Denition 4. Suppose A is a subset of P(V; X ). We will say that A is radially dense
at X in P(V; X ) if
(8W 2 P(V; X ))(W 6= 0! (9H  0)(X + H 2 A ^ u(H) = u(W )))
This means that every line segment in P(V; X ) which ends at X contains innitely
many points of A.
For example, f(a; b): b  a2 _ b  2a2g is radially dense in R2 at X = (0; 0).
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Note that the magnitude of W is irrelevant. So an equivalent expression for radial
density can be given with innitesimal quantiers:
(8W  0)(W 2 P(V; X ) ^W 6= 0)! (9H  0)(X + H 2 A ^ u(H) = u(W ))
Lemma 4. Suppose D is a closed ball in Rd; and A is a non-empty closed sub-analytic
subset of D. Suppose that for all X in A in the interior of D; A is radially dense at
X in Rd.
Then A= D.
Proof. We proceed by induction on d.
The lemma is true when d = 1, since in this case A, being subanalytic and closed,
is a nite union of closed intervals and points.
Suppose that the lemma is true for dimension d− 1. Consider dimension d.
Since A is sub-analytic, and D is compact, there is a cylindrical decomposition of D
so that each cell in the decomposition is either contained in A or disjoint from A.
(See [6], Section 4.2.) The decomposition is arranged in stacks of cells, all the cells
in a stack having the same base, and the bases of the stacks being a cylindrical de-
composition of Rd−1. Consider any stack which contains a point in A. But for any
point in A in the interior of D, there are points of A immediately above and below it,
and arbitrarily close, on the line parallel to the xd axis, because of the radial density.
Although A is closed, it can not have a boundary inside the stack. So if a stack has
a point of A, it also has a cell inside A and then the whole stack must be in A. Thus
if A is not the same as D, some of the stacks must be contained in A, and the other
stacks must be disjoint from A. So to prove that A = D, we need only show that the
projection onto Rd−1 of A is the same as the projection onto Rd−1 of D.
The hypotheses of the lemma are true of the projection of A in the projection of D.
That is, the projection of A is closed and subanalytic; and the projection of A is also
radially dense in the projection of D. So our induction hypothesis implies that the
projection of A and the projection of D are the same.
Therefore by induction A= D.
Denition 5. A set A is locally closed at X if X 2 A and
(8H1  0)((9H2  0)(X + H1 + H2 2 A)! X + H1 2 A)
Denition 6. A set A which is a subset of P(V; X ) is radially dense in P(V; X ) near
X if (8H  0)(X + H 2 A! A is radially dense at X + H in P(V; X ))
Corollary to Lemma 4. If A is subanalytic; locally closed at X and radially dense
in P(V; X ) near X; then there is a neighbourhood of X in P(V; X ) which is contained
in A.
Proof. There is a closed ball D around X so that AD =D\ A and D\ P(V; X ) satisfy
the conditions of Lemma 4.
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2.1. Counterexamples to elimination of quantiers in general
The Osgood example of a non semi Pfaan set is f(x; y): x> 0 ^ e1=x = yg. This
certainly shows that quantiers can not be eliminated in general.
The obvious way of expressing this
(9z)(zx = 1 ^ x> 0 ^ ez = y)
uses an unbounded quantier. Apparently there is no way to dene this using innites-
imal or bounded quantiers.
For a discussion of this and other counterexamples, see [2].
2.2. The sub-Pfaan case
In the following sections, we will discuss elimination of quantiers applied to semi-
Pfaan predicates, but the same results apply to sub Pfaan predicates, if we have an
eective quantier simplication algorithm. That is, sub-Pfaan predicates are closed
under innitesimal quantication.
Lemma 5. Suppose A(X; Y; Z) is quantier free with respect to F; and B is a closed
bounded box which is a Cartesian product of intervals with endpoints in K . Then
fX : (9Y  0)(9Z 2 B)A(X; Y; Z)g is sub-Pfaan.
Proof. The claim is that
1. (9Y  0)(9Z 2 B)A(X; Y; Z)
and
2. (9Z 2 B)(9Y; H  0)(Z + H 2 B ^ A(X; Y; Z + H))
are equivalent.
The rst statement says that there exists arbitrarily small Y so that (X; Y; Z) satises
A for some Z in B. Suppose that this statement is true, for some xed X . B is compact.
Pick Z in B so that there exist sequences
(Yi)i=1;2;:::
(Zi)i=1;2;:::
with, for all i, Zi 2 B and A(X; Yi; Zi)
so that jYij ! 0 and Zi ! Z as i ! 1. The existence of this Z follows from
the compactness of B.
To satisfy statement 2, take Z = Z, Hi = Zi − Z, and consider
A(X; Yi; Z +Hi)
Both jYij and jHij tend to zero as i !1. Thus
(9Y; H  0)(Z +H 2 B ^ A(X; Y; Z + H))
i.e. statement (2) holds.
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On the other hand, suppose statement 2 is true. The sequence (Yi) used to satisfy
statement 2 can also be used to satisfy statement 1.
But the theorem in the next section implies that the innitesimal quantiers can be
eliminated from inside statement 2. So the set dened is sub-Pfaan.
3. Results of Gabrielov
In [1], Gabrielov shows that the closure of an F semi-Pfaan set is eectively
F semi-Pfaan. This result also holds in the presence of parameters in the dening
condition.
We assume that F is Noetherian and also locally Pfaan with order r and degree .
The functions in F depend on variables in (x1; : : : ; xn). In the following, we will some-
times need to substitute 0 for some of the variables in an F polynomial. Although F
polynomials are not closed under substitution, we have assumed that they are closed
under substitution by 0.
Whenever X and Y are two sublists which partition (x1; : : : ; xn), and f(X; Y ) is in F ,
then f(0; Y ) is either a constant in K , or is in F .
Let p(X; Y ) be an F polynomial, where, as above, (X; Y ) partitions (x1; : : : ; xn). Let
F(0; Y ) be the sublist of F obtained by substituting X :=0. We may express p(X; Y )
as a Taylor series in X with coecients which are F(0; Y ) polynomials.
The reason for our assumption that F is closed under substitution by 0 should now
be clear: we need to be able to write down these coecients.




is the Taylor series expression in X with coecients in Y for F polynomial p(X; Y ),
let p(X; Y ) be the result of truncating up to total degree  in X .




p(X; Y ) depends only polynomially on X .
The goal in the following is to eliminate the quantier from
(9X  0)A(X; Y )
where A(X; Y ) is F quantier free.
Let A(X; Y ) be obtained by replacing p(X; Y )=0 by jp2 (X; Y )j  jX j2 , and p(X; Y )
> 0 by p(X; Y )> jX j for each F polynomial p(X; Y ) which occurs in A(X; Y ).
In order to achieve the goal, the intention is to choose  large enough so that
9X  0(X 6= 0 ^ A(X; Y )) and 9X  0(X 6= 0 ^ A(X; Y ))
are equivalent. That such a  exists for each xed Y follows from the Lojasiewicz
inequality. Gabrielov’s contribution allows eective computation of big enough  in-
dependent of Y .
We need the Noetherian assumption and the substitution assumption to write down
the Taylor series. The local Pfaan assumption (and the numbers r and ) are used
only to get the uniform degree of truncation, via results of Gabrielov. It seems likely
that a uniform truncation degree of this kind can be computed from the Noetherian
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assumption alone, together with the length of F and a bound on the degrees of the
partial derivatives (and in this case we would not need the local Pfaan assumption
at all) { but whether or not this is true seems to be an open question.
Theorem 1. Suppose A(X; Y ) is a formula which is quantier free with respect to F .
We can eectively nd a formula; M (Y ); which is quantier free with respect to F
so that
(9X  0)A(X; Y ) and M (Y )
are equivalent in (R; F; K)
Proof. The proof is implicit in the paper of Gabrielov. But since it is not stated in
this form, the proof is outlined below, referring to [1].
Let n; r;  be the numbers associated with the Pfaan chains of F as described
earlier.
Let M (n; r; ; 1; : : : ; n) = 2r(r−1)=21    n[min(n; r)+ 1 +   + n − n+ 1]r
Let K(m; n; r; ; ) =M (n; r; ; 1; : : : ; n), where i =  for i = 1; : : : ; m+ 1, and for
i>m+ 1, i = (m+ 2)(+  − 1)
Let K(n; r; ; ) = max0m<n K(m; n; r; ; ).
Lemma 6. Let p1(X ); : : : ; pI (X ); q1(X ); : : : ; qJ (X ) be F polynomials of degree not
exceeding . Let (X ) = maxi jpi(X )j and  (X ) = minj qj(X ). Let K(n; r; ; ) be
dened as above. Suppose  (0) = 0.
For any positive real numbers a and b; and for any integer >K(n; r; ; ); and
>K(n; r; ; ); the closure of the set
Sa; b; ;  = fX : (X )  a (X );  (X )>bjX jg
contains 0 if and only if the closure of
S = fX : (X ) = 0;  (X )> 0g
contains 0. Here jX j=maxi jxij.
This is essentially Lemma 2:5 of Gabrielov in [1].
In our notation, we have
(9X  0)((X )  a (X ) ^  (X )>bjX j)
if and only if
(9X  0)((X ) = 0 ^  (X )> 0)
Since  (0)= 0, and since the functions involved are analytic, there exists a positive
number s so that (8X  0) (X )  sjX j. Thus
(9X  0)((X )  (a=s) (X ) ^  (X )>bjX j)
implies
(9X  0)((X )  a(jX j) ^  (X )>bjX j)
for some number s> 0.
Assume
(9X  0)((X ) = 0 ^  (X )> 0) (1)
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By the Lemma 6, since a can be any positive number, this implies
(9X  0)((X )  (a=s) (X ) ^  (X )>bjX j)
This implies
(9X  0)((X )  ajX j ^  (X )>bjX j)
provided a; b> 0 and  and  are suciently large, as stated in Lemma 6.
On the other hand, suppose
(9X  0)((X )  ajX j2 ^  (X )>bjX j): (2)
This implies
(9X  0)((X )  ajX j2 ^ a( (X )=b) >ajX j2 ).
Thus
(9X  0)((X )  (a=b) (X ) ^  (X )>bjX j).
Applying the lemma, with a replaced by a=b, we get formula (1).
So formulas (1) and (2) are equivalent, provided that a and b are positive and  is
suciently large as described.
But formula (2) is unchanged in meaning if we write p1(X ); : : : ; pI (X ) and q1(X ); : : : ;
qJ (X ) as Taylor series in X around 0, and truncate the p series at order 2 and truncate
the q series at order . In more detail, let 2 (X ) be obtained from (X ) by replacing
The F polynomials p1(X ); : : : ; pI (X ) by the order 2 Taylor series around X = 0. Let
 (X ) be obtained by replacing the F polynomials q1(X ); : : : ; qJ (X ) by order  Taylor
series around X = 0. For any positive number c
(8X  0)j(X )− 2 (X )j<cjX j2 ,
(8X  0)j (X )−  (X )j<cjX j.
Thus formula (1) is equivalent with
(9X  0)(2 (X )  ajX j
2 ^  (X )>bjX j): (3)
For proof of the Lemma 6 above, the reader should refer to the paper of Gabrielov.
The proof of the lemma only uses the local Pfaan property. From now on we do not
use the local Pfaan assumption. We only use the lemma, and the assumption that F
is Noetherian.
We can now prove the theorem. Given formula A(X; Y ), which is quantier free
with respect to F , we want to nd a quantier free with respect to F expression
for (9X  0)A(X; Y ). First write A(X; Y ) in disjunctive normal form, and push the
quantiers inside the disjuncts, in the usual way.
We now need to nd quantier free with respect to F expressions for formulae
(9X  0)(p1(X; Y ) = 0 ^    ^ pI (X; Y ) = 0 ^ q1(X; Y )> 0 ^    ^ qJ (X; Y ))> 0
which are dealt with by the lemma. We are quantifying over X with parameters
Y . We suppose that the set F of functions is Noetherian and locally Pfaan with
local Pfaan chains all having order no more than r and degree no more than .
Let the number  be an upper bound on the degrees of the pi; qj polynomials, for
i = 1; : : : ; I; j = 1; : : : ; J .
If we substitute constants for some of the variables in a Pfaan chain the result
is another Pfaan chain whose order and degree is bounded by the order and degree
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of the original chain. Thus we can regard the functions in F as functions of X with
parameters Y ; for each value of the parameters we know that the order is  r and the
degree is  .
Our predicate is in the form of formula (1). We can, from known values of n; r; ; ,
compute a value of  so that our predicate can be stated, equivalently, as in formula (3):
(9X  0)(2 (X; Y )  ajX j2 ^  (X; Y )>bjX j).
Since F is Noetherian globally, we can write down the truncated Taylor series in X
of the F polynomials involved, treating Y as a parameter. Of course the coecients
of the Taylor series will be F polynomials in Y , rather than ordinary polynomials. But
since X only occurs algebraically, the quantiers can be eliminated using the known
algebraic technique, treating the coecients depending on Y uniformly.
4. Applications to stratication
The purpose of this section is to use the innitesimal quantiers to describe strati-
cations, and Whitney stratications for F semi Pfaan sets.
The F polynomials are not closed under renaming of variables, or under substitution
of linear combinations of variables for variables. However, given any particular sub-
stitution or renaming of this kind, we can always (at the expense of increasing r and
) extend F so that the result of such a substitution is included in the F polynomials.
In the following, such extensions will be assumed whenever required.
Denition 7. Suppose M Rn. M is a d dimensional sub-manifold of Rn if for any
X in M , there is a neighbourhood N (X ) of X and a dieomorphism  : N (X )! Rn
so that  has a continuous derivative and the image of  restricted to M \ N (X ) is
Rd  0n−d.
If V = (V1; : : : ; Vk) is a list of mutually orthogonal, non zero vectors in Rn, and H
is a vector in Rn, let V (H) = H −
P
Vi2V (H  Vi)Vi=jVij2.
V (H) is the projection of H onto P(V; X ), the plane through X orthogonal to V .
The next step is to dene a predicate s(M;X; d), using innitesimal quantiers. It
will be shown eventually that s(M;X; d) holds in some neighbourhood of a point X
if and only if in some neighbourhood of the point X the set M is a d dimensional
sub-manifold of Rn, provided that M is a sub-analytic subset of Rn and X is in M .
Denition 8. Suppose M Rn is F subanalytic, X 2 M , and d is a natural number.
Dene predicate s(M;X; d) to hold if
(S1 ^ S2), where
1. S1 is (8DX  0) ((9H  0)(X + DX + H 2 M))! (X + DX 2 M)
2. S2 is (9V = (V1; : : : ; Vn−d)  0)(S2A ^ S2B ^ S2C) where
2.1 S2A is
V
Vi2V Vi 6= 0 ^
V
Vi;Vj2V;i 6=j Vi  Vj = 0
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2.2 S2B is
(8W;DX  0)((W 6= 0^V (W )=W ^X +DX 2 M)! (9H  0)(X +DX +
H 2 M ^ u(V (H)) = u(W )))
2.3 S2C is
(8  0)(> 0 ! (8DX;H  0)(X + DX 2 M ^ X + DX + H 2 M !
jH − V (H)j  jV (H)j)).
Remarks. 1. S1 says that M is locally closed at X .
2. The magnitude of V is irrelevant in S2. So (9V  0) can be replaced by the
ordinary quantier (9V ) without changing the meaning of the denition.
3. S2A says that the vectors in V are non zero and mutually orthogonal.
4. S2B says that if M = M \ fX + H : jH j  g, then for arbitrarily small > 0,
V : M ! P(V; X ) has image which is radially dense near X in P(V; X ).
5. S2C says that P(V; X ) approximates M near X . If we take DX =0; S2C implies
that if X and X + H are in M , then H = V (H) + o(jH j).
Theorem 2. Suppose M is sub-analytic with respect to F; M Rn; X 2 M; and d is
a natural number. Then (8  0)((X + ) 2 M ! s(M;X + ; d)) holds if and only
if there exists some neighbourhood N (X ) of X so that N (X )\M is a d dimensional
sub-manifold of Rn.
Proof. We rst attack the If branch of the theorem. So suppose N (X ) \ M is a d
dimensional sub-manifold of Rn. There is a C1 dieomorphism
 : N (X )! Rn
so that  maps M \ N (X ) to Rd  0n−d. The derivative 0(X ) is a linear map:
N (X ) ! Rn. The tangent space to M at X , TX (M), is the preimage of Rd  0n−d
under 0(X ).
We need to show that s(M;X; d) holds.
Choose DX 2 Rn so that X +DX 2 N (X ). Part (S1) of s(M;X; d) says that X +DX
is in M if X + DX is a limit of a sequence of points from M . This is true because
 is a dieomorphism, and (X + DX ) 2 Rd  0n−d if and only if (X + DX ) is a
limit of a sequence of points from Rd  0n−d.
For part (S2) of the denition of s(M;X; d), choose V = (V1; : : : ; Vn−d) to be a
mutually orthogonal basis of the linear space orthogonal to TX (M). Of course these
basis vectors may be chosen arbitrarily small, while being non zero. V (H) is the
projection of H onto TX (M). These vectors verify part (S2A) of the denition.
Part (S2B) follows from the fact that the projection of N (X ) \ M onto TX (M)
contains an open set around X in TX (M). Given any suciently small W in TX (M)
we can nd a C1 path through X in M so that the path projects onto W in TX (M).
For part (S2C), we use the assumption that the derivative of  is continuous.
To begin the proof in the other direction, assume s(M;X; d).
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Let V0 = (V1; : : : ; Vn−d) be the mutually orthogonal non zero vectors, as required by
part (S2). Let P(V0; X ) be the linear space orthogonal to V0, with origin translated to
X . V0 is projection onto P(V0; X ).
We intend to prove that P(V0; X ) is the tangent space to M at X .
Take =1 in S2C. (8DX;H  0)(X+DX 2 M^X+DX+H 2 M)! jH−V0 (H)j 
jV0 (H)j. Thus (8DX;H  0)(X + DX 2 M ^ X + DX + H 2 M) ! (jH 6= 0 !
V0 (H) 6= 0)).
So (S2C) implies that the projection of M onto P(V0; X ) is locally injective. We
intend to use P(V0; X ) as a local coordinate system for M . So we need to show that
the projection is locally surjective. That is, we wish to establish:
(8W  0)(W 2 P(V0; X )! (9H)(X + H 2 M ^ V0 (H) =W )):
Part (S2B) gives us something weaker:
(8W;DX  0)((W 6= 0^W 2 P(V0; X )^X +DX 2 M)! (9H  0)(X +DX +H 2
M ^ u(V (H)) = u(W ))).
In other words the image of the projection is radially dense near X .
We can now use Lemma 4.
Let M be that part of M which has distance   from X . By condition (S1), there
is a positive number 1 so that for 1, M is closed. So the projection of M onto
P(V0; X ) is closed if <1.
According to (S2B), there is a positive number 2<1 so that if <2, then the
projection onto P(V0; X ) is radially dense in P(V0; X ) at every point in M.
According to (S2C), there is a positive number 3<2 so that if <3, and
jH j<, jDX j< and X + DX is in M , then
X + DX + H 2 M ! jH − V0 (H)j< (
p
3=2)jV0 (H)j.
In other words, the vectors between points in M within distance  of X project at
least half of their length onto P(V0; X ). Thus the projection of M onto P(V0; X ) is
injective.
The corollary of Lemma 4 now implies that for <3, V0M contains an open set
around X in P(V; X ). At this point in the proof we have used the assumption that M
is subanalytic.
We now have a bijection between M and a closed set containing an open set
containing X in P(V0; X ).
Since, for X1 and X2 in M, (1=2)jX1−X2j  V0 (X1−X2)  jX1−X2j, the bijection
is also continuous in both directions.
We may use Rd as a coordinate system for P(V0; X ). Let S(V0) be the linear space
generated by V0. We may use Rn−d as a coordinate system for S(V0). Thus we may
regard P(V0; X ) S(V0) as Rn.
Let N (X ) = fY : jX − Y j<=2g. We will dene a dieomorphism : N (X ) !
P(V0; X ) S(V0).
Suppose Y 2 N (X ). Dene
(Y ) = (V0 (Y );−Z(Y ));
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where Z(Y ) is such that Z(Y ) 2 S(V0) and Y + Z(Y ) 2 M.
So
 : N (X )! Rn
 : N (X ) \M ! Rd  0n−d.
We need to show that  is dierentiable in N (X ).
We have (8  0)(X +  2 M ! s(M;X + ; d). Decrease  if necessary so that
(8)(X +  2 M ! s(M;X + ; d)).
Pick Y in N (X ). We intend to show that  is dierentiable at Y .
Taking X +  = Y + Z(Y ), and referring to part S2) of the denition of s(M;X +
; d), let VY be the list of vectors (V1; : : : ; Vn−d) asserted to exist related to the point
X +  2 M .
Let P(VY ; Y +Z(Y )) be, as before, the plane orthogonal to VY which passes through
Y + Z(Y ). (Recall that Y + Z(Y ) is in M .)
Dene d(Y ) to be the linear map : Rn ! Rn such that the image of W in Rn is
(V0 (W );−Z 0(W )), where V0 (W ) is the projection onto P(V0; X ) and Z 0(W ) is such
that Z 0(W ) 2 S(V0) and W + Z 0(W ) 2 P(VY ; Y + Z(Y )).
d(Y ) has been dened so that if M and P(VY ; Y + Z(Y )) were the same, then
d(Y )(Y +DY ) and (Y +DY ) would be the same as functions of DY . d(Y )(Y +
DY )− (Y ) is linear in DY .
We need to show that d(Y )(Y +DY )−(Y ) is the derivative of  at Y . That is,
we must prove that
(Y + DY ) = d(Y )(Y + DY ) + o(jDY j) as DY tends to zero.
(Y + DY ) = (V0 (Y + DY );−Z(Y + DY ))
d(Y )(Y + DY ) = (V0 (Y + DY );−Z 0(Y + DY ))
So we need to show
Z(Y + DY ) = Z 0(Y + DY ) + o(jDY j)
as DY tends to zero.
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We can apply part (S2C) of our denition to this situation.
Let X + =Y +Z(Y ); DX =0; X + +DX +H =Y +DY +Z(Y +DY ). Regarded
as a vector, H connects two points in M; Y + Z(Y ) and Y + DY + Z(Y + DY ). We
have (by S2C)
H = VY (H) + o(H), where VY is the projection onto P(VY ; Y + Z(Y )). The angle
between P(VY ; Y +Z(Y )) and P(V0; X ) is no more than 30
, because of our restriction
of .
So jZ(Y + DY )− Z 0(Y + DY )j=OjH − VY (H)j= o(jH j) = o(jDY j).
We also need d(Y ) to be continuous in Y . This follows from continuity of P(VY ; Y+
Z(Y )) with Y , and this can be proved from (S2C).
4.1. The Whitney conditions
Assume that M and N are sub-manifolds of Rn, and that N is contained in the
closure of M , and that X 2 N .
TX (N ) is the tangent space to N at X . If X is in M , then TX (M) is the tangent
space to M at X . If TXi(M) is a sequence of tangent spaces, we will say that this tends
to a limit space T when the unit vectors in T are just the same as the unit vectors
which are limits of sequences vi of unit vectors from TXi(M).
Denition 9. The meeting between M and N at X satises the Whitney-A condition
if whenever (i)i=1;2;::: is a sequence of points from M so that Limi!1 i = X and
Limi!1Ti(M) exists, then TX (N ) is a subspace of Limi!1 Ti(M).
Denition 10. The meeting between M and N at X satises the Whitney-B condition
if whenever (i)i=1;2::: and (i)i=1;2;::: are two sequences tending to X; i 2 M and
(i) 2 N for all i, and if Limi!1 u(i − i) = V , and Limi!1 Ti(M) exists, then V
must be in Limi!1 Ti(M).
Corresponding with these, we dene two predicates using innitesimal quantiers.
Denition 11. wa  (M;N; X ) holds if (8V  0)((V 6= 0 ^ V 2 TX (N )) ! (8 
0)(8DX  0)(X + DX 2 M ! (9H  0)(X + DX + H 2 M ^ ju(H)− u(V )j<)).
Here V 6= 0 2 TX (N ) can be dened: (8  0)(> 0! (9H  0)(H 6= 0^X +H 2
N ^ ju(H)− u(V )j<)).
Denition 12. wb  (M;N; X ) holds if (8  0)(> 0 ! (8DX1; DX2  0)((DX1 6=
0 ^ DX2 6= 0 ^ X + DX1 2 M ^ X + DX2 2 N )! (9H  0)(H 6= 0 ^ X + DX1 + H 2
M ^ ju(DX2 − DX1)− u(H)j<))).
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Theorem 3. Assume that M and N are disjoint sub-manifolds of Rn; and also sub-
analytic with respect to F; and that X is in N; and that N is contained in the closure
of M . Then
1. The meeting between M and N satises the Whitney A condition at X if and
only if wa  (M;N; X ).
2. The meeting between M and N satises the Whitney B condition at X if and
only if wb  (M;N; X ).
Proof. The proofs of the two parts are similar, with the second part being slightly
more complicated. Only the second part is done below.
First assume wb  (M;N; X ).
Suppose we have two sequences (i)i=1;2::: from M , and (i)i=1;2::: from N , both
tending to X , and so that u(i − i) tends to V and Ti tends to T as i !1.
We need to show that V is in T . It is sucient to prove that there are vectors in T
arbitrarily close to V .
Pick a number > 0.
According to wb  (M;N; X ), there is a number > 0 so that when jDX1j< and
jDX2j< and DX1 and DX2 are both non zero, then
(X +DX1 2 M ^X +DX2 2 N )! (9H  0)(H 6= 0^X +DX1 +H 2 M ^ju(DX2−
DX1)− u(H)j<.
Since (i) and (i) both tend to X , there is a number I so that ji − X j<^ ji −
X j< whenever i> I . Also X + (i − X ) 2 M and X + (i − X ) 2 N .
So, for i> I ,
(9H  0)(i + H 2 M ^ ju(i − i)− u(H)j<.
Of course u(i−i)! V . So, for i suciently large, ju(i−i)−V j<. It follows
that for i suciently large (9H  0)(i + H 2 M ^ ju(H)− V j< 2.
This implies that there is some vector Wi 2 Ti(M) so that jV −Wij  2. There is
thus a subsequence of (Wi)i=1;2;::: which tends to a limit W in T .
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jW−V j  2. But  was arbitrary. So V 2 T . This veries the Whitney B condition.
Next suppose that wb  (M;N; X ) is false. We hope to produce from this assump-
tion a pair of sequences (i)i=1;2;::: and (i)i=1;2;::: which contradict the Whitney-B
condition.
There is some > 0 so that for arbitrarily small non zero DX1 and DX2, we have
X + DX1 2 M ^ X + DX2 2 N and also (8H  0)((H 6= 0 ^ X + DX1 + H 2 M) !
ju(DX1 − DX2)− u(H)j  )
Since DX1 and DX2 can be chosen arbitrarily small, there are sequences (i)i=1;2;:::
and (i)i=1;2;::: so that both tend to X , i 2 M and i 2 N for all i and
(8H  0)((H 6= 0 ^ (i + H 2 M)! ju(i − i)− u(H)j  )).
We can rene the sequences so that u(i − i) and Ti(M) both have limits, V and
T respectively. For i suciently large,
(8H  0)((H 6= 0^ i +H 2 M)! jV − u(H)j  =2. Thus V is not in T , and the
Whitney-B condition fails.
4.2. The C.T.C. Wall stratication
In [7], Wall constructs a canonical Whitney stratication of semi-analytic sets, all
the manifolds in the stratication being semi-analytic. The same construction, together
with the remarks above, gives a (geometrically) canonical Whitney stratication of
F semi-Pfaan sets, in which all the manifolds are F semi-Pfaan. Not only do
we have existence of this stratication but we can also, in principle, obtain it eec-
tively. That is, given a description of S as an F semi-Pfaan set, we can eectively
nd a stratication of S in which all the manifolds are described as F semi-Pfaan
sets.
Although this construction is eective, it is not of practical use at present, since it
requires algebraic quantier elimination for problems of high complexity.
On the other hand, this stratication is quite attractive theoretically, since the geom-
etry of the output depends on the geometry of the input, not on the details of the de-
scription, as in previously described eective stratications (see [3,4]) for semi-Pfaan
sets.
Translated into our terminology, the Wall stratication looks like this:
Suppose given A, an F semi-Pfaan subset of Rn.
Dene Tn = Rn. Let B1 = ;, B2 = closure(A) \ closure(Tn − A), B3 = ;.
Let Tn−1 = (B1 [ B2 [ B3). Let Sn = (Tn − Tn−1) \ A. Then Sn is an F semi-analytic
manifold of dimension n.
Suppose inductively that we have closed sets:
TiTi+1   Tn
so that each Tj is F semi-Pfaan, and Sj = (Tj − Tj−1) \ A is a j dimensional
manifold.
Dene Tireg= fX 2 Ti : (8  0)(X +  2 Ti ! s(Ti; X + ; i)g.
Dene B1 = Ti − Tireg.
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Dene B2 = closure(Tireg− A) \ closure(A).
Dene B3 to be the subset of (Ti − B1 − B2) at which the meeting with one of the
manifolds Sj, for j> i fails to satisfy the Whitney-B condition.
Let Ti−1 = (B1 [ B2 [ B3), and let Si = (Ti − Ti−1) \ A.
Continuing with this, we get a nest of closed sets
;T0T1   Tn
with the desired properties. The stratication of A is the sequence (Si) of i dimensional
manifolds.
The inductive correctness of this depends on the fact that, for each Ti, the dimension
of B1 [ B2 [ B3 is less than i. For proof of this, and a discussion, see [7].
Suppose Tn; : : : ; Ti are all F semi-Pfaan. According to Theorem 2, Tireg is the
subset of Ti which, locally, is an i dimensional submanifold of Rn. Tireg is dened
by innitesimal quantiers applied to an F semi-Pfaan predicate; so, by Theorem 1,
Tireg is also F semi-Pfaan. It follows that B1 is F semi-Pfaan. We can also eec-
tively obtain an F semi-Pfaan expression for B2, since closure can be expressed by
an innitesimal quantier. Finally, B3 is the union, for j> i, of the set of X such that
X 2 (Ti − B1 − B2) ^@wb  (Sj; Ti − B1 − B2; X ).
By Theorem 3, each of these are expressible by innitesimal quantiers, and by
Theorem 1, all of these quantiers can be eliminated, leaving us with F semi-Pfaan
predicates.
Example 2. Let F be fsin(x); cos(x); sin(y); cos(y); sin(z); cos(z)g. The emptiness prob-
lem for F semi-Pfaan sets is at least as hard as the problem of deciding Diophantine
equations in two variables, since
(9x; y; z)(sin(x) = 0 ^ sin(y) = 0 ^ sin(z) = 0 ^ 3<z< 4 ^ p(x=z; y=z) = 0
,
(9n; m 2 Z)p(n; m) = 0
There are F semi-Pfaan sets in R4 whose projection on R2 is everywhere dense
and of measure zero. An example is:
f(x1; x2; y; z): x1 = z sin(z); y = z3; x2 = z sin(y)g. The projection of this onto the
(x1; x2) space enters every open set, is not a nite union of cells, and is not locally nite.
There is therefore no possibility of global cylindrical decomposition in this context. If
we assume Schanuel’s conjecture, we can decide whether or not a system of equations
involving F polynomials in Rn has a solution in the unit cube (see [4,5]). But without
the Schanuel conjecture, we cannot at present solve even this simple problem. Yet we
have eective construction of Whitney stratications for these F semi-Pfaan sets.
On the other hand, this stratication construction is entirely impractical as it stands.
In this case the number  = k(3; 12; 2; 2), needed in Lemma 6 to get an upper bound
on the truncation of Taylor series, is about 1035. It seems very likely that some better
estimates can be given for these numbers.
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